Dear Customer,

Congratulations on choosing our CG Mixer Grinder. The mixer grinder is warranted only against manufacturing defects as per the warranty card issued.

Regarding Instructions:

1. Examine the product for any damages before using.
2. The motor will get over loaded if the jar is filled beyond 3/4 full with ingredients.
3. Do not put fruit stones, bones etc. in the jar.
4. Do not switch off the switch when the motor is running.
5. Find the outlet to the adjacent 3 jar, Black Side and White Side. (Run again and check it).
6. Ensure that the motor shaft is dry enough number.
7. Do not allow the motor to run dry.
8. Grating vegetables: 
   - Do not put the vegetable in excess. 
   - Keep the blades to the vegetable to make it coarser.
9. A continuous operation of 15 minutes must be avoided.

COCONUT CHUTNEY:

1. Use coconut chutney for spices.
2. You can also use it in curries.

Electrical Specifications:

- CG MG 5652B
- Colour: White & Black
- Power: 500W
- RPM: 19000-21000
- Voltage: 220V, 50Hz
- Wire length: 1.80 m
- Power Socket: 3 Pin 3 Core – 6 AMP – 250V
- Jar Material: Stainless Steel
- Blade Type: Detachable
- No. of Blades: 2
- Overload Protection: Circuit Breaker – 2.0 A

CG is committed to providing you with the best consumer experience. Thank you for choosing CG Mixer Grinder.

Sincerely,

CG Chaubary
Touching life everyday.